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Kenyan pop/kikuyu. The early hits of Mukarara, which is selling very well even today on cassettes. We

help organisations like the disabled schools and you too can help us organise live shows to raise funds

for them. 12 MP3 Songs CLASSICAL: Traditional, EASY LISTENING: Ballroom Details: THE LORD GOD

IS MY STRENGTH..HABAKKUK 3.verses 18,19 Log on AMAZINGCALL.COM, listen to the English

songs and email your comments to, NJOROGE NGARI via equatorjim@aol each page has a different

song..HOME,BIO,and LIVE SHOWS. NYIMBO CIA KUINIRA NGAI, with (1)GEITHIA MUNDU

(2)NIWEGA NIWEGA MAKIRIA, (3)AMUKIRA NGATHO CIAKWA , Recorded and mixed in

USA..ENGLISH CD has (1).I AM A SOLDIER,(2). KENYAN FLAG FLY HIGH HIGH, (3).MY HOPE and

(4).STANDING ON THE PROMISES OF GOD).Log on,AMAZINGCALL.COM. To listen to all music.For

those who would like to buy make a money order or write a cheque to , JAMES NGARI 42 CATHERINE

St#4 WORCESTER MA 01605 USA and attach a small note with the titles of the CDs you want and the

address, I'll send them to you immedietely. Any concerns or comments, do not hesitate to write an

email.,,equatorjim@aol.com.,,,,, Appreciation goes to all radio stations and DJs through out the World for

playing my songs on air. Thanks to all music sellers for your good comments, to all my fellow

musicians,and mostly to all of my fans in Kenya, Africa and around the world,thanks for your support . For

events in Africa, USA, Canada, United Kingdom, Germany, Japan or Australia, I am available for oneman

guitar praises like (MUGITHI and MIRIGO THII LIVE), buy the air ticket,from any where in the world .

Festivals, weddings,and corporate events, and also we have good DJ sound equipments for rent. Need

more information? call or contact;via email JAMES N.NGARI,42 CATHERINE St #4 WORCESTER

MA,01605 U S A.....TEL: 508-826-8579
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